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Introduction

Want parameter values giving best estimates of  an 
output, not optimal estimates of parameters
Traditional approaches aimed at obtaining optimal 
parameter values
• Merz and Bloschl (2004) – best method is to average 

parameter values from immediate upstream and 
downstream gauges, followed by kriging -> biased towards 
selecting parameter values close to those at a neighbouring 
gauge

• Alternative approach – using a crop model to estimate 
change in response (e.g. Schrieder et al. 2002, Croke et al. 
2004)

• Lamb et al. 2000 – sequential regression in an attempt to 
yield an optimal set. Need to iterate?



Uncertainty in regionalised 
parameter estimates

Depends on uncertainty in

• Measured or estimated catchment attributes

• Relationships between catchment attributes and 
model parameters (both functional form and  
values)

• Rainfall-runoff model structure



Uncertainty in predicted 
response characteristics

Generally, response characteristics (e.g. 
runoff coefficient, FDC) depend on non-linear 
combinations of model parameters
For non-linear relations, optimality of inputs 
(parameters) DOESN’T imply optimality of 
output response characteristic, so
Uncertainty in predicted response 
characteristic can be considerably larger than 
the minimum uncertainty that could be 
achieved in principle.



Uncertainty in fitting models 
to reference catchments

Criterion used in fitting model parameters to 
gauged catchments (e.g. minimising mean-
square error in runoff) may not be sensitive to 
behaviour determining the response 
characteristic
Model may not adequately represent the key  
processes determining the response 
characteristic
Ideally, want a model that clearly 
distinguishes the relationships between 
parameters, catchment attributes and 
response characteristics: difficult



Alternative approach

Regionalise catchment response statistics,
not model parameters

• Runoff coefficient
• Shape of flow-duration curve
• Unit hydrograph

Cut out the model.



Study catchments



Modelled Runoff Coefficient
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where          is potential evapotranspiration, m slope.

Model underestimates variability in runoff coefficient, 
because of
scatter in the estimated values
model not considering the differences between the 
catchments (only P, PET, land use and slope  
considered)
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Runoff coefficient
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Flow Duration Curve 
Estimation

In addition to the annual water budget for a 
catchment, the distribution of flows with 
respect to duration is important
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Slope of FDC
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No flow fraction
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Conclusions

Classical regionalisation approaches may 
give “best” parameter values, but these do 
not generally yield the best estimates of 
response characteristics
Regionalisation of response characteristics 
directly is possible
• runoff coefficient over wide range of climates
• regionalisation of slope of flow-duration curve
• regionalisation of number of no flow days?
• unit hydrograph directly from streamflow data

May be possible to calibrate a model using 
the estimated response characteristics


